The XRH Stand is a lightweight and easy to handle semi-mobile solution. Initially developed for a German museum this fixture can be used for a broad variety of applications. Different types of tubes can be mounted to the top-holder, while the image source is placed below the movable table. The magnification can be changed freely and it is possible to use a Flat Panel Detector (FPD/DDA), CR plates or films as an image source. The lightweight design makes this handling system the perfect choice for mobile inspections.

As all other VisiConsult systems this solution can be modified depending on the actual inspection tasks. Even basic manipulation features can be added if needed. Nevertheless, the main purpose of this device is being lightweight, mobile and robust.

- Multiple image sources can be used as FPD/DDA, CR and film
- Freely configurable magnification axis
- Robust and durable industrial design
- Perfect for usage in museums and research facilities
- Moveable part-table
- Can mount various tube models
- Lightweight and mobile design
- Modifications possible depending on inspection task